WHITE LINE Event RESULTS
NMSU GC: October 19, 2013

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
PAYOUTS:

1st Place: 74  Nate “Dynasty in the making” LeBlanc  $121.00
{TIE}: 74  Hamish “Yes, I’m for real” Gardner   $121.00
{TIE}: 74  Keith “I’m always at or close to the top” Bennett   $121.00
5th Place: 79  Brandon “You will see more of me” Munso   $110.00
{TIE}: 79  Pat “Bad feet, But dat back flip doe”   $110.00
7th Place: 80  Curran “Par 3 Guru”   $100.00
{TIE}: 80  Charlie “Who? Really?” Maizel   $100.00
9th Place: 82  Zach “I selected #18’s hole location” Peck   $25.00
{TIE}: 82  Anthony “Game Time Baby” Del Dotto   $25.00
{TIE}: 82  Stephen “Welcome to the payout, feels good” Bird   $25.00
{TIE}: 82  Jake “It’s the new shades, and the dice” Hanson   $25.00

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Skins Pool……. $280.00 in the POT

Pat “Driver + Putt, Really!” Gavin Birdie  Hole #2 $35.00
Kyle “Eagle #4 and played Par 5’s 10 over, Really!” Birnie Eagle Hole #4 $35.00
Pat “It’s me again” Gavin Birdie Hole #5 $35.00
Curran “It’s a Par 3 thing” Barker Birdie Hole #6 $35.00
Luke “1st birdie on hole #9 in 6 years” Peters Birdie Hole #9 $35.00
Nate “Primed for Jones Cup” LeBlanc Birdie Hole #11 $35.00
Jake “See the quote above under LeBlanc” Hanson Birdie Hole #13 $35.00
Keith “I love this NM weather” Bennett Birdie Hole #14 $35.00

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Par 3 Challenge Pool…….$200 in the POT.....

1st Place: -1  Curran “Surprised?? Get used to it” Barker Birdie Hole #1 $75.00
{TIE}: -1  Nate “What is this dice you speak of?” LeBlanc Birdie Hole #1 $75.00
3rd Place: EV  Pat “3 putted #17, Merry Xmas” Gavin Birdie Hole #1 $50.00

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++